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Quantum announces Partner promotions
Quantum Advisory, the leading independent financial services consultancy, has
promoted Aled Edwards, Amanda Burdge and Chris Heirene to Partner. The
promotions will take effect from 1 May 2019 taking total Partner numbers to 12.
Rhidian Williams, Partner at Quantum Advisory, said: “This is a very exciting time for
Quantum. These promotions are very much deserved and fully recognise the hard
work and dedication of the individuals concerned. We now employ 115 staff across the
UK and we have a strong and ambitious growth plan for the future, our expert team
are key to helping us achieve it. Over the past few years we have seen exponential
interest in not only the services we provide but in how we deliver them - our company
ethos, dynamic and personality is extremely important to us alongside our expertise.
“We’ve no doubt that Aled, Amanda and Chris will settle into their new roles with ease
and we look forward to working together to grow Quantum even further.”
Aled joined Quantum in 2011 and has over 17 years’ pensions experience. As
Principal Consultant and Actuary he manages the actuarial team within Quantum’s
Cardiff office as well as having responsibility for overseeing the provision of technical
training for all staff.
Amanda joined Quantum in 2001. As Principal Investment Consultant she heads up
Quantum’s investment consultancy offering and is responsible for providing
investment advice and expertise to many of Quantum’s key clients covering defined
benefit and defined contribution schemes.
Chris joined Quantum on 2011 having worked with the firm for five years as an external
consultant. As IT Manager he is responsible for Quantum’s IT systems across all of its
offices, including the network and core server infrastructure which supports the
business, and is heavily involved in utilising IT solutions to improve and build upon the
processes and service offerings.
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NOTES TO EDITORS
About Quantum Advisory
Quantum Advisory is the trading name of Quantum Actuarial LLP and provides a full
range of services to pension schemes and sponsoring employers with a focus on
tailored and practical advice and support from experienced professionals.
We have offices in Amersham, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff and London servicing
schemes and employers across DB, DC, hybrid schemes and a variety of employee
benefits arrangements.
Our core services include administration, actuarial consultancy, investment
consultancy, secretarial services, employee benefits consultancy, communications,
auto enrolment support and health and wellbeing. Across all services we aim to
provide pro-active, solution-based thinking by investing in talented people and
innovative systems.

For more information on Quantum Advisory visit www.quantumadvisory.co.uk
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